In this paper, we study the Laplace equation with an inhomogeneous dirichlet conditions on the three dimensional cube. The maximum and minimum principles for harmonic function are used to show that the problem has only one solution.
Introduction
Laplace equation dominates a collection of equilibrium physical phenomena such as temperature distribution in solids, electrostatics, inviscid and irrotational two-dimensional flow and groundwater flow. In mathematics [2] , Laplace's equation is a second-order partial differential equation named after Pierre-Simon Laplace who first studied its properties. This is frequently written as Δϕ = 0 or ∇ 2 ϕ = 0 where = ∇ 2 is the Laplace operator and ϕ is a scalar function. Generally, = ∇ 2 is the Laplace-Beltrami or Laplace-de Rham operator. Laplace's equation and Poisson's equation are the easiest examples of elliptic partial differential equations. The general theory of solutions to Laplace's equation is recognized as potential theory. The solutions of Laplace's equation are the harmonic functions, which are considerable in many fields of science, remarkably the fields of electromagnetism, astronomy, and fluid dynamics, since they can be employed to precisely express the conduct of electric, gravitational, and fluid potentials. In the study of heat conduction, the Laplace equation is the steady-state heat equation. Raj and Vasudevan [3] used Markov chains to solve Laplace equation in the region and is divided at equal distance with the help of boundary conditions. Handibag and Karande [4] studied Laplace substitution method for solving partial differential equations involving mixed partial derivatives. Marao and Borges [5] present an application of Laplace's equation obtained from a quaternionic function that satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann conditions. In this paper, we study the Laplace equation with an inhomogeneous dirichlet conditions on the three dimensional cube. The maximum and minimum principles for harmonic function are used to show that the problem has only one solution.
Preliminaries
We start off our study by giving out the harmonic function and maximum principle which can be used in this study. The maximum principle asserts that there exist points X M and X m on bdy D such that
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where λ and ξ define quantities which are positive constants. We impose the boundary condition on the separated solution. This implies that
The eigenvalues are λ l = (lπ) 2 , ξ m = (mπ) 2 for l, m = 1, 2, 3, ..., and the corresponding eigenfunctions are determined by the boundary conditions that we enforce at the boundaries of our system which are Δ l (x) = sin(lπx), Θ m (y) = sin(mπy) and Λ l,m (z) = sinh(πz
By the boundary conditions, it yields sin(πx)sin 3 (πy) = u(x, y, 1)
The above equation becomes
This implies that
all other Γ l,m = 0. Consequently, the complete solution is
Next, we show that the above solution is the only solution. To see this, we use the maximum and minimum principles for harmonic function. If ∇ 2 u = 0 in an open bounded region Ψ and u is continuous on Ψ = Ψ ∪ ∂Ψ. Then
We suppose that u = v(x, y, z) were another solution. 
As a consequent, we have u = v for all (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) ∈ D. So, the solution that we obtained is the possible one by a maximum and minimum principles for harmonic function.
